
ShopStyle describe themselves as the ultimate shortcut to the world’s best fashion. By 

aggregating the products of over 400 fashion, beauty and homewares retailers, 

ShopStyle provides customers with an easy-to-use destination from which to search, 

discover and shop their favourite products online. Over 400,000 shoppers make 

purchases through the ShopStyle Australia site each month, and even more so across 

the UK, US, Canada and Japan. Utilising the Partnerize platform, ShopStyle collaborates 

with leading retailers to promote their brand in a meaningful and complementary way, 

whilst always focusing on driving strong partner performance. Since moving to 

Partnerize, ShopStyle have seen an increase in average order value of 21% and are 

driving a $250+ AOV for the retailers they work with.

SHOPSTYLE MODEL A 26% GROWTH IN 
SALES WITH FASHION-FORWARD, 
CUSTOMER-FIRST PARTNERSHIPS

PARTNER SUCCESS STORY

26% IMMEDIATE 
UPLIFT

In Sales After A Fashion 
Brand Moved To Partnerize

“Working with Partnerize has been a breath of fresh air. Their robust yet dynamic technology 

means that our partnerships can be more efficient and meaningful in driving performance. Add 

to this, the APAC team’s passion for identifying and building connections between brands and 

it’s easy to see how Partnerize has enjoyed so much success in this region already. We look 

forward to sharing more of these successes with the team in the future.”

Verity Beard, Head of ShopStyle Australia, Allure Media

DIRECT 
RELATIONSHIPS

Allowing ShopStyle To 
Deliver More For Retailers

INTELLIGENT 
OPTIMISATION
Of Campaigns Utilising 

Granular-Level SKU Data
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Working with Partnerize provides ShopStyle with more flexibility for optimising retailer performance. 

Across their website and their influencer platform ‘ShopStyle Collective’, ShopStyle work tirelessly to 

drive growth for retailers by ensuring the right products are promoted to the right customers. ShopStyle’s

product ranking algorithm can be positively impacted when a retailer is able to offer a higher commission 

rate and so this is a key strategy ShopStyle and their advertiser partners employ to optimise performance.

DRIVING HIGHER-VALUE SHOPPERS
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Partnerize helps the world's leading brands build powerful business partnerships that drive extraordinary business growth. The 

Partnerize Partner Management Platform (PMP) is an end-to-end, SaaS-based solution for forming, managing, analyzing, and 

predicting the future results of partner marketing programs using artificial intelligence. Hundreds of the world's largest brands 

leverage our real-time technology to manage more than $6B in partner programs and financial exchanges across 214+ countries 

and territories worldwide. To learn more about Partnerize and partner marketing, visit partnerize.com
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For ShopStyle, one of the key benefits of working with Partnerize is their relationship 

with the APAC team and specifically the local-based Strategic Partnerships Team. 

ShopStyle receives ongoing face-to-face support and regularly attend events within the 

Partnerize community. 

Previously, ShopStyle was receiving a flat commission from a major retailer 

that was lower than their on-site competition, making it difficult to optimise 

the partnership for results. However since moving to Partnerize, ShopStyle

has been able to collaborate directly with the retailer to identify products 

and SKUs with higher margins and develop bespoke commission rates 

across this core group of products. These higher commission rates have 

positively impacted product rankings for the retailer and has in turn, 

resulted in a 23% increase in average order value YOY.

This is pivotal to ShopStyle as it enables them to drive higher value to their merchants, adding more value 

to those relationships. On top of this, ShopStyle are encouraged to form direct relationships with the 

brands they work with, enabling them to better understand objectives and ensure they can continue to 

drive growth.


